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WiFi Attack, What to do next? 
 

One of the biggest challenges is knowing you are under WiFi attack. WiFi becomes the 

media of choice for foreigner government attackers, criminals, business intelligence and all 

other types of hackers. It's relatively easy to do, and there are many tools one can buy or 

download at no cost.  WiFi also allows them to reach VIPs in strategic locations (Airports, 

prestige Hotels, elite conferences &, etc.) and penetrate their devices, leaving no trace 

behind.  

 

The first thing Wifiwall did to our customers is to let them know that their device is under 

WiFi Attack.  Behind the scene, it also disconnects their attacked device from the WiFi 

networks, which happens too fast to be noticed in order to prevent cyber damage.  

 

As a result, we are getting inquiries such as: 

❖ I am getting this WiFi attack report, what does it mean? 

Or even more important: 

❖ I am getting this attack alert, what should I do now? 
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To best answer these questions, we need to understand the dynamic of WiFi attack.  The 

main goal of the attacker is to disconnect the victim’s device from the current WiFi 

connection gracefully. Now the attacker transparently and smoothly switches the device 

to an alternate connection which he created. This switching allows the attacker control 

and visibility to the victim's data.   

 

The attacker may need a window of seconds to inject malware or spyware to the victim's 

device. It may be by redisplaying the splash screen, the Hotel or Airport first screen we 

usually face when connecting to such public WiFi. When the user sees gain the familiar 

splash screen, the embedded malware is injected into his device.   

 

The first step of such attack may be sending a DeAUTH 802.11 frame to the victim's device. 

The attacker takes advantage that the control and management frames of WiFi, called 

802.11 frames, are not encrypted and uncontrolled (even with VPN is active). Also, it is legal 

to send such frames from any station to any station.   The DeAUTH frame causes the 

victim's device to disconnect from a current WiFi connection. Practically, the device will 

automatically try (this is the default of all our devices) to reconnect to the same WiFi 

network or other "approved" WiFi network.  This is precisely where the attacker is waiting. 

The attacker prepares a fake Access Point (called Evil Twin) that "looks" exactly like the 

original Access Point so now the victim's device will establish a connection, with the 
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attacker Access Point.  Now the victim's device is in the attacker's hand. All of this 

happens in a few seconds, and the user will not notice the difference. 

 

Other attack technique may request the victim's device to switch communication channel 

(this usually happens when the noise level is high on the current channel)  and again, the 

attacker Evil Twin will be waiting in the new channel to intercept and control the victim's 

device communication and data. 

 

The last example is the Rogue Access Point attack. The attacker publishes an 

independent Access point which is part of the Public WiFi and will attract people to 

connect to, believing that they are connecting to a legitim Access point. For example, at 

SFO airport the Rogue AP SSID name will be  “SFO free WiFi”, “Starbucks WiFi” at Starbucks 

and etc. 

 

Switching back to WiFi attack alert.  WifiWall detects and alerts the first DeAUTH frame of 

the attacker. WifiWall distinguishes between a legitimate  DeAUTH frame that is sent by 

the origin Access Point to the station ( this will be a result of initial session termination 

request by the device) and an unassociated attacker device that is initiating a WiFi attack. 

Alternatively, WifiWall may detect an illegal channel switch request sent by the attacker.   

 

In both cases, WifiWall will end the session of the user's device and the attacker Evil Twin.   
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Is this is enough? 

 

Not really. We strongly recommend our customers to avoid any WiFi communication with 

this network for the next 30 minutes. Usually, the attacker launches multiple attack 

techniques. He is using a library of attacks, so the probability to an immediate follow-up 

attack is very high, and this WiFi network is considered dangerous for the near future.  

 

WifiWall continuously scans the vicinity and identifying every Active WiFi network. It 

carries an in-depth investigation on every WiFi network identifying Rogue Access Point 

and Evil Twins.  Any attempt to connect to such malicious Access Point generates alert 

and disconnection from it.  

 

Here again, we recommend our customers to "forget" every SSID reported as malicious 

and immediately disconnect from it.  

 

We also recommend informing the management of such Public WiFi network event and 

include all the details as shown in the Mobile App "WifiWall connect." 
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Usually, A service provider manages the Airports, RailStations, Hotel, Restaurant WiFi 

networks. The Service provider has the technical means to carry investigation and shut 

down the attack.   

 

By reporting the event with the details provided by WifiWall, we are helping the Service 

Provider, The host of the WiFi network and other users of this network.  

 

Summary: 

If your WifiWall alert WiFi attack: 

1. Wifiwall initiates a  WiFi disconnection command for prevention. 

2. Avoid using this WiFi network for the next 30 minutes.  

3. Forget this WiFi network to avoid auto reconnection. 

4. Disconnect all your other devices (not attacked...yet) from the hazardous network. 

5. Report the attack to the owner of the business the WiFi network belongs to with the 

details (keep in mind these details contain your device’s MAC address). 

6. When you log in to the network again after a safety period of time, do not log in 

without WifiWall. 
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